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The concept of a quasimartingale, and therefore also of a function of bounded 
variation, is extended to processes with a regular partially ordered index set V and 
with values in a Banach space. We show that quasimartingales can be described by 
their associated measures, defined on an inverse limit space S x R containing 
V x 0, furnished with the u-algebra Y* of the predictable sets. With the help of this 
measure, a Rao-Krickeberg and a Riesz decomposition is obtained, as well as a 
convergence theorem for quasimartingales. For a regular quasimartingale X it is 
proven that the spaces (S x D, .f) and the measures associated with X are unique 
up to isomorphisms. In the case V = ‘RI we prove a duality between classical 
(right-) quasimartingales and left-quasimartingales. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A leftcontinuous function f on R is of bounded variation iff there exists a 
measure ,u~ on (I?, 2(R)) such thatf(s) =,uf(x > s}. The stochastic analogue 
has been given by Doleans-Dade [6] and Follmer [ 8, 91: under some 
regularity conditions, a process X is a quasimartingale iff there exists a 
measure Px, sometimes called the Doleans or Follmer measure of X, defined 
on the predictable sets .Y such that Px [ (s, co ] X F] = E[X, ; F], VF E 6. 
These results have been proven in the case where the index set is IF?: (see 
[3, lo]), and the aim of this paper is to extend them further to partially 
ordered sets V satisfying some mild conditions. 
The basic idea, suggested to me by Follmer, is to use the Mobiusinversion: 
for if Y is any finite partially ordered set and/is a function on V, then this 
inversion determines a function g such that f(s) = Clas g(t); therefore the 
measure ,u’ defined by d(A) = CtEA g(t) ’ 1s p recisely what we are looking for. 
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The second step is to construct the measure $ if V is not finite anymore, 
but “exhaustible.” V can then be partitioned into a finite number of disjoint 
“rectangles” for which fl can be defined by the above method. Refining the 
partitioning, ,u~ is determined on an increasing sequence (Z’JiEw of u- 
algebras, and this leads to the third step, namely, the extension of $ to a 
measure on a(UieN.Zi): since it is possible that there exist decreasing 
sequences of rectangles Ri E .Ri with R, 1.0, pf(Ri) k 0, we have to add an 
element to V for every such sequence to get a larger space S; then, iff is of 
“bounded variation,” J can be extended to a measure on S, due to results of 
Parthasarathy [ 191. The construction of this space S is done in Section 1, 
whereas the construction of the measure ,uj is presented in Section 2. 
The last step (Section 4) is to work with a partially ordered set having an 
exhaustible dense set V’. Under some continuity assumptions the results then 
follow immediately from the analogous results on V’. 
As an immediate application we get some decomposition theorems, such 
as a generalization of the Rao decomposition (Section 3). Other applications 
in the theory of stochastic integration, in the theory of optional stopping and 
for the Doob decomposition on partially ordered sets will be treated 
elsewhere (see, e.g., [ 121). 
Our construction of the measure P” associated with the quasimartingale X 
on V differs from the ones in [3,6, S-101 in two basic points. First, the 
predictable sets .Y’ on which Px is defined are generated by Is, 03 ] X F,$ 
rather than (s, t] x F,; this definition is necessary since in most interesting 
situations the rectangles in .n*;. do not have a sensible lowest vertex s. 
However, in the classical case V = R + , both approaches are equivalent as is 
shown in Section 5 since in fact one follows from the other by changing from 
right continuous to leftcontinuous modifications and vice versa. The second 
point is that P” depends on the chosen dense set I/‘; but in Section 6 we 
show that the measure spaces (S x Q, ,P, P”) are isomorphic (in the sense of 
[ 111) for different V’. 
Since this article addresses itself to probabilists, we have been very explicit 
whenever combinatorial arguments have appeared. The few results needed 
from the theory of combinatorics have all been summed up in the Appendix. 
1. THE INVERSE LIMIT SPACE OF EXHAUSTIBLE SETS 
To explain the term “inverse limit space,” let V be any partially ordered 
set and K = (Ki)ieM be an increasing sequence of finite subsets Ki of V. By 
setting 
.T,::=a{{xE Vlx>t}ltEKi}, 
K defines an increasing sequence of a-algebras (Zi)ieN on V, such that .Xi 
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contains only finitely many sets. Therefore (V,.&) is standard Bore1 in the 
sense of Parthasarathy [ 191. Now for any sequence (0, d)iCk of standard 
Bore1 spaces with 4 G 4, ,, Vi E N, we define the measurable space (J, X) 
by 
J’= l(Ai)isNIIAi is an atom in (12,.d&Ai2Aj+,ViE N}; 
P':=U{{(Aj)j,,EJ(A.=BJIBE.cyi',,nEN}. 
(J, ,P) is called the inverse limit space associated with the sequence 
(a -4iab.. Its importance lies in the following theorem of Parthasarathy 
[ 191, which we cite for the convenience of the reader: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (f2,~Q~~~ be a sequence of standard Bore1 spaces 
with -4 c L$+, , Vi E N, and let ,ui be a signed measure on (Q, 4) such that 
Oli)itN is a consistent sequence of measures with supieN II,uill < co. Then there 
exists a unique finite measure ,tt on the inverse limit space (J, S) associated 
with (Q, J&~, such that p 0 ZZ; ’ = pi, Vi E N, where ZZ,((A i)ie N) := An. In 
particular, if nieN Ai # 0 whenever (Ai)iCN is a decreasing sequence of sets 
such that Ai is an atom in (Q, -<), there exists a measure ,t? on 
(a aJi.iN’%;:)) such that ,til,di=pj, Vi E R\1; in fact, (J, ,Y) and 
(f& a(U iCN -$)) are a-isomorph. 
In [ 191 the theorem is only formulated for probability measures (,u~)~~,~. But 
our situation is easily reduced to this case by noticing that &i)isN is a 
martingale of bounded variation in the sense of Krickeberg [ 131, and then 
applying the Krickeberg decomposition to (,u~)~~ N. 
As we will be defining precisely such a consistent sequence of measures 
cUi>ieN on (V, GQiEh in the next paragraph, we are interested in a charac- 
terization of the inverse limit space (J, .P) associated with this sequence 
(v7’i7/i)iebl* For this purpose we have to discern two cases: if 
v= U&K {x E Vlx > t} for an n E N, we define (J(K), X(K)) := (J, .P); if 
there e;tists no nEN with V= UrER,(x E Vlx > t), then 
A,:= VjUreKi{~ E Vlx > t) is an atom in >Xi such that (Ai)icN belongs to J, 
and we define (J(K), X(K)) := (s\{ (At)ic oj}, X iJcK)). 
DEFINITION 1.2. (J(K), Y(K)) is called the inverse limit space 
associated with K on V. 
To be able to define the measures pi on (V,,Ti) we need some regularity 
conditions on the space V and the sequence K; in addition, we will assume V 
to be countable for the time being, a condition which we will drop later. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A countable partially ordered set V is called an 
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exhaustible poset if there exists an increasing sequence K = (Ki)iEN of finite 
sets K, C_ Y such that 
0) V= UiED\IKi; 
(ii) Ki is n-compatible Vi E N, i.e., Vr, s E K, there exist integers c, 
such that 
1 (xevlx>r)n(XEYIX>S) = - K7 c, l,xEY,x>lt. 
IER, 
Such a sequence K is called regularly exhausting. 
Examples of exhaustible sets. 
(1) V=D” := {(x1,..., x,,) E F?“[x~E {k2-‘, k, iE N}, j= l,..., n} the 
dyadic numbers, with K, = 0: := ((xl ,..., x”) E V/xi E {k2-‘IO < k < i2’}}; 
or, similarly, V = 0:. 
(2) A countable basis V of a separable topological space T, with the 
partial order defined by inclusion, and such that if A and B belong to 
Tr,A UB is also in V. If V= (Uj)jEN, then Ki := {lJj,, U,lIc (l,...,i)} 
defines a regularly exhausting sequence. 
(3) A countable V-semilattice V, i.e., a poset such that Vs, t E V 
there exists the lowest upper bound s V t. If V = (s~)~~~, then 
K, := (vi,, sj\I L {l,..., i}} defines a regularly exhausting sequence. 
(4) A countable tree V, i.e., Vs, t E V we either have s > t, t > s or 
(x E Vlx > s} n {x E Vlx > t) = 0. If I’= (s~),~~~, K,:= (So,..., si} gives a 
regularly exhausting sequence. I 
If there exists an n E N such that V = u,,, (x E I/lx >, t), we will always 
assume IZ = 1. This is no loss of generality “since we could work with the 
sequence (Ki)isN:= (Ki+“)ieM. 
So let V be an exhaustible poset with regularly exhausting sequence 
K = (Ki)ioN and associated inverse limit space (J(K), X(K)). Then the main 
characterization of (J(K), .P(K)) is given by Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 1.6 
below: 
THEOREM 1.4. There exists a partial order aJ on J(K) and an 
embedding v: V + J(K) such that v is order-preserving, i.e., s > t o v(s) >J 
v(t), Vs, t E V, and such that Y(K) = O{ {x E J(K)lx >J t)l t E J(K)}. 
The proof of the theorem will be split into a number of lemmas. 
For i E N and A an atom of C&, define q,(A) as the greatest lower bound 
of A in V, if it exists. 
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LEMMA 1.5. ViE N and every atom A in ,zi with 
A E Uto~~(x E VIX > t/ Pi( A is defined, and pi is a bijection from the set ) 
{A 1 A is an atom in ,Ei contained in U,,, {x E Vlx > t}} to Ki. In particular, 
every such atom A is of theform A = (x e Vlx > t)\lJuEKi~U~-{x E Vlx > u}, 
where t = pi(A). 
Proof. Let A be an atom in ,Xi ; then there exists a subset 
G E Ki = (l, ,..., t,} such that 
For A c UseKi {XE Vlx>s} we have 
and 
+ **a t (-1)” 1 IX~l’lX>fl,....f,l 
by the sieve formula (A.4). With the n-compatibility of Ki it then 
follows that 1, = CSEKi c(A, s) IfxeY,x>s) for some integers c(A, s). Let s,., 
be a minimal element in {s E Kilc(A, s)# O}; due to IA = 
C,,,si 44, s) 1 (xeC’,x>s,(~a) = c(A, s,) # 0, s, belongs to the set A. A being 
an atom in Zi, it follows that A c {x E Vlx > s, }, and therefore vi(A) = s,, . 
The rest of the lemma then follows. Q.E.D. 
So if V= lJseKi(x~ V(x> s), we get a bijection pi from (AIA an atom in 
Ti} to K,; if V# U,,, {x E Vlx 2 s), we introduce an artificial element 0, 
defined to be smaller than all elements in V, and by setting 
Vi(V\U.yEKiIXE vlx>sI>:=09 we again get a bijection vi, but now from 
(AJA an atom of.Zi) to KY:= K,U (0). 
The existence of such a bijection pi is a consequence of the more 
combinatorial notion of the n-compatibility of K;. But in fact the n- 
compatibility of Ki could also be deduced from the existence of vi, so that 
the two conditions are equivalent. 
An important consequence is that every decreasing sequence 
(Ai)icN E J(K) of atoms Ai E .Ri can be represented by an increasing 
sequence (si)icN =: cB((A~)~~ N) of elements si := yli(Aj) E Ki U {0), with the 
property that if t E KiU (O), t<si7 then tgsi+l. so if 
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v= us,,, {x E Vlx > s}, let us introduce the measurable space 
(S(K), P(K)) by defining 
S(K) := ~(si)icNIIsiGsi+I~ I S.EKiViE N;tEKi,t<si=+t<Si+, ViE IN); 
~~(K):=u(((~,)~..ES(K)I~,=~}~~EK,,~E N}. 
If I’# lJ,,,,(xE Vlx>s}, define (S(K’), ,i”‘(K’)) as above, but with 
(Ki)i~~ replaced by (Kp)iCN :=(K, U (O})iENr and set 
S(K) := S(K’)\r(O), where v(O) := (0, 0, O....); 
.i (K) := .‘/ (K”)I,Y,,,. 
Then the following characterization of (J(K), .r(K)) is immediate: 
LEMMA 1.6. (J(K), .P(K) and (S(K), .2 (K)) are isomorphic 
measurable spaces. 
DEFINITION 1.7. The partial order Gs defined on S(K) by 
(s;);~~ Gs (ti)iEN iff si < tiVi E N is called the natural order on S(K). 
The partial order & on J(K) is then of course the partial order induced from 
(S(K), &) by the isomorphism @ defined above. Since in this way the 
spaces (J(K), .P(K), <,) and (S(K), .Y (K), <,) become equivalent for our 
purposes, we will mostly be working with (S(K), .Y (K), &), calling it the 
inverse limit space associated with K on V as well. 
DEFINITION 1.8. For s E V let (Ai)iC N be the sequence of atoms Ai E iui 
with s EA,; (YI~);~~~ EJ(K). The map r: V+ S(K) defined by 
v(s) ‘= @(tA i)icN) is called the natural embedding of V into S(K). 
LEMMA 1.9. v: V-t S(K) is injective and order-preserving. Furthermore, 
if(s/)ich E S(K), then (s;);~N = VjsEh v(s~). 
Proof. For s E K,, v(s) = (.Y[);~~ with si = s Vi > n, so v is injective, 
(si)icR\1= Vjs,, v(sj) and V(S) as v(t) implies s > t. If s > t, v(s) = (s;)~~~, 
v(t) = Cti)ieN 7 then s > t > t,, so that for the atom A, of ,rn containing s we 
get s,EA.G {xE Vlx>t,}. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of Lemma 1.9, we will not discern between >L,, >J and >s 
hereafter. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. It remains to show that .P’(K) = CJ( x E J(K) Ix > 
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s} 1s E J(K)}, or, equivalently, that 9’(K) = a{ {x E S(K)]x >, s} 1s E S(K)}. 
Assume V= U,,,, {x E V/x > s}; 
Y(K) := u( ((s~)~~~ E S(K)]s, = t}]t E K,, n E N} 
=u(((S;)i~R\iES(K)IS,~t}ltEK”,nE’J 
=ali(Sifi~NES(K)I(SifiEN~V(f)jIfEK,,nE’) 
since for tEK,, (Si)ie N > v(t> e sn Z t* This proves Y(K) c 
a{{xES(K)lx~s}lsES(K>), and the converse inequality holds due to 
S(K) 3 (sJieN = VjsEN v(sj). The case I’# U,,,, (x E V]x > s} now follows 
as well, since then Y(K) = Y(K”)]SCxS,I,(O,. Q.E.D. 
Examples 
In Example 1, if V= D’, then J(K) consists of the decreasing sequences 
CAi)leN of intervals A, = [k2-‘, (k + 1) 2-‘), 0 <k < i2’, or Ai = [i, ~0). 
Such a sequence either converges to a unique element of [0, co), or else 
Ai =: [ai, bi) 1 0, which can only happen if b, = k2-j, Vi >j, and ai T k2-j, 
or if Ai = [i, co), Vi E N. Therefore S(K) is equivalent to [0, co] Ud D’\(O), 
where D’ is an extra copy of the dyadic numbers. Similarly, if V= D”, S(K) 
is equivalent to [0, 001” Ud u,“,,,,,.,,, {(xl,....x,)E (0, a]“lxiED’ViEI} 
because for every point x E [0, co]” which has k sequences (si)isN in S(K) 
with si T x, we have to add k - 1 extra copies of x to [0, co]“. In Example 2, 
S(K) is equivalent to { U( U an open set in T} UdP7/‘, where P/’ contains 
extra copies of those open sets U c T which are the limit of more than one 
sequence (Ui)iew E S(K). I 
The inverse limit space of examples 3 and 4 are described by the following 
general theorem: 
THEOREM 1.10. (S(K), <) is a complete poset in the sense that every 
T-directed set has a lowest upper bound; in particular. if V is T-directed, then 
(S(K), <) has a largest element, denoted by I; if V is a V-semilattice with a 
smallest element 0, then S(K) is a complete lattice (in the standard sense). 
Prooj Let (s’),~, be a T-directed set in S(K), s’ = (s;)~~~. Then (s;),,, is 
directed in the finite set K,, so 3r E I with Vcel s; = s’, =: t, E K,. But then 
s: <ST Vi< n, Vz E I, so that ti=sf Vi,< n, and therefore (ti)iCNE S(K), 
V~~IS’=(fi)ieN* If V is T-directed, t,~ V with t, > s, Vs E K,, and A,,, is the 
atom in jr, containing t,, then p,(A,) =: s, > s, Vs E K,, which proves 
(s,),,~ to be the largest element in S(K). If V is a V-semilattice, and (s~)~~~, 
(li)ipN E S(K), v(s, V t”) = v(s,) V v(t,) defines an increasing sequence in 
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S(K) with lowest upper bound (u~)~~~. (ui)ieM = (si)ieN V (tJisN, and if 
yi;c M = u(s)9 Ct,jirz N = v(t), ui > si V ti implies s V t = Vi, N ui ; u(s V t) > 
Ui isN, but equality does not hold generally. Q.E.D. 
Note that for every pair ((sJieN, (ti)i, J E S(K) x S(K) there exists a unique 
index nENU(O} such that si=tirVi<n, and si#ti, Vi>n, due to the 
definition of S(K). 
THEOREM 1.11. Assume V= US,,, (x E Vlx > s); 
(i) Zf F is the topology on S(K) defined by the open sets U: := 
((s~)~~~ E S(K)/s, = s}, s E K,, n E N, then (S(K), F) is a compact space. 
The same follows for the topology F> defined by the closed sets 
(x E S(K)jx > s}, s E S(K). 
(ii) If d is the metric on S(K) defined by 
d((Si)icNy (ti)icN) := 2-” iJtrsn=tn,Sn+,#tn+,, 
then f5 is the topology induced by d, so that (S(K), d) is a complete metric 
space with the dense subset v(V). 
Jf V# USEK,{x E Vlx >, s), then the aboue statements are true for S(K’) = 
SW) u 1 W 1. 
Proof. K, is compact with respect to the discrete topology, and the map 
vn:K,+, + K, defined by w,(s) := q,,(A:), A: the atom in Z,, containing s, 
is continuous. According to Theorem 2.6 of [ 19, p. 1361, S(K) is then a 
compact space with respect to the topology induced by the open and closed 
sets U:. Using g> E ~5-, (i) follows. Part (ii) is then immediate, since 
limi+a v(si) = (Si)i~N with respect to d if (si)iEN E S(K). Q.E.D. 
Remark. The dual results of this paragraph (i.e., with < consequently 
replaced by > and vice versa) are of course also true. 
2. QUASIMARTINGALES ON EXHAUSTIBLE POSETS 
Let V be an exhaustible poset with a fixed regularly exhausting sequence 
K = (KiltaN* Since Ki is a finite poset Vi E N, we can apply Definition A. 1 
of the Appendix to get the Mobius function pi : Ki x K, -+ Z of Ki, and can 
then define the upper difference operator Df for Ki at the point s E Ki by 
Dff := CtsKi,ras$(~, t) f(t), where f is any map on Ki with values in an 
additive group G. For details, see the Appendix, and in particular Lemma 
A.2. 
To illustrate the main idea of this paragraph, let us assume that 
v= us,,, {x E V(x > s], and that f is a function of bounded variation, 
which means that supicN CSEKi ] Df f 1 < 00. If Ai denotes the atom in Ri 
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containing s E Ki, &4f) := Dff then defines a sequence @i)ie c1 of measures 
on ( VY ‘xJitzN such that ,u~{x E %Vlx > s} =f(s), Vs E K,, i E N. As we will 
show, the @i)ieN are consistent, and supieN lj~~ll= supfeN C,,,ilD6f/ < coo, 
so that they define a finite signed measure P on (S(K), .Y‘(K)) associated 
with f by means of ,U{X e S(K)lx > V(S)} =f(s), Vs E V. 
This construction is applicable to far more general situations. First, 
I’= lJ,,, {x E Vlx > S} is not necessary; second, f does not have to be a 
function: if (LJ, 7, P) is a probability space and (3JSGL. is a family of sub- 
u-algebras of .3 such that s > t implies .< L? .,7;, we can work with an 
appropriate set Q = (Q,),,,, of measures: 
DEFINITION 2.1. For s E Y let Q, be a u-additive measure on (a,. i”) 
with values in a Banach space E. The set Q = (Q,),,, is called an E- 
quasimartingale on K if the K-semivariation of Q defined by 
K - sv(Q> := SUP I c \‘ 1 
II 
sag, FEn, cs$fQ(F) 
Ill 
J7, is a measurable 
partition of (a,.<); E,,~ E I-1, +l]; i E N 1 
is finite. Here, a measurable partition of (0,&) is a finite number of disjoint 
K-measurable sets. If, in addition, the K-variation of Q 
K-var(Q) := sup ‘7 var(@Q Is,) 
ieN sF~i 
is finite, where var(DdQl,,,> denotes the total variation of the measure DiQ 
on the space (Jz,.<), then Q is called an E-quasimartingale of bounded 
variation on K. 
Examples 
In Example 1, if V = D’, JSZ) = 1, the R-quasimartingales on K are 
precisely the functions of bounded variation; more generally, if (XS)SEDn is a 
GQPD” - adapted quasimartingale in the sense of [9, lo], then 
Q :=Vs . P>s,, n is an R-quasimartingale on K. 
In Example 2, iff: V-t E is a map with values in a Banach space E, 
D;f=f@) - 2 J-P)+ 1 &t-P) - ... l f(v>, BER+lB--.JI=I BEKi,lB-Al=2 
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where 1 B - A ] = m means A s: B and there exist precisely m sets A # C E Ki 
with A G C G B. In Example 4, 
where t 3 s means t > s such that t > u > s for u E Ki implies u = t. 1 
As in [8, 91, the measure associated with an E-quasimartingale on K will be 
defined on the predictable sets Y(K) of the space S(K) x Q: 
DEFINITION 2.2. ,~(K):=o({xES(K)I~V(S)}XF,ISE V,F,E.<} is 
called the a-algebra of the predictable sets on S(K) x a. 
Since our construction relies on Theorem 1.3, we require some regularity 
conditions on the underlying u-algebras: 
ASSUMPTION 2.3. (9JsEr is an isotone sequence of sub-a-algebras of .P- 
such that 
(i) (O,.Y’J is a standard Bore1 space Vs E V, 
(ii) if (si)iEN E S(K), then there does not exist a decreasing sequence 
of atomsB, in <ci with niGN Bi = 0. 
We could do without (ii), but would then have to construct the measure on 
some larger inverse limit space than S(K) x 52. 
Remark. The definition of .P(K) needs some justification since in the 
case V= Q: the predictable sets are normally defined in a different way 
by setting .7(K) := ~((a, b] x F,]Fh E FG ; a, b E Q: }, where (a, b] := 
(xEQ:] a<x<b) and a=(u ,,..., a,)< (b ,,..., b,)=b iff ui<bi, 
i = l,..., n. 
By analogy we would define Y(K) as the u-algebra generated by the sets 
Bf x F, where Bf is of the form {x< s)\~J,,~~,~~~ {x< t) and F belongs to 
<J”, for an appropriate u E V with v(u) < x, Vx E Bf . Unfortunately a general 
definition for the strong partial ordering < is not apparent. For example, 
even the most simple assumption that s < t should imply s < t leads to 
unsatisfactory situations: take the basic Example 2; then, if every set Bj 
contains at least two disjoint open sets, infBf = 0 and Y(K) degenerates to 
P(K) xR@. 
We can avoid these problems if we note that for V= Q: and an isotone 
rightcontinuous sequence (GQ,. v of u-algebras, 
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if we set 5 := Z?-, this is roughly Definition 2.2, and the problem of the 
strong partial order < is reduced to the simpler question of working with the 
appropriate o-algebras (9J,,y. For the case V= IR:, we will show the 
equivalence between the usual definition and our approach in more detail in 
Section 5. I 
Let Q = (QJsEv be a set of u-additive measures Q, on (fi,K) with values in 
a Banach space E. 
THEOREM 2.4. Q is an E-quasimartingale on K iff there exists a a- 
additive measure PQ, defined on (S(K) x 52,9(K)), with values in the 
bidual E” of E, such that 
(i) the semivariation sv(PQ) := sup{ll h o PQ /I 1 h E E’ the dual of E, 
11 h11 < 1 } of Pa is finite; 
(ii) PQ[ {x E S(K)(x > v(s)} x F,] = 0 0 Q,(F,) Vs E V, VF,E.C, 
where 0: E -+ E” is the canonical embedding of E into E”. 
Pa is the unique E”-valued u-additive measure on (S(K) x 0,9(K)) 
satisfying (ii) for a given E-quasimartingale Q on K. In addition, 
sv(PQ) = K-sv(Q). 
We call Pa the measure associated with the E-quasimartingale Q. 
Proof. Assume that Q is an E-quasimartingale on K and that 
v= us,,, {x >, s); for t E K, let A: be the atom of Z= containing t and set 
‘A: = {(ti)i,, E S(K)/t, = t}. Define the measure Py on the u-algebra 
8:= KJEK, ‘A: xF,IF,E.~} by 
i, ‘A; x F, = x D;Q(FJ. 
fEK” I lEK” 
This definition of Py on (q)icN is consistent since for ‘A: = Uy= I ,, ,, ,m ‘A$+ ’ 
we have by Lemma A.3 VF, E 5 
P? CJ “A;+‘xFf]= F D;+IQ(F,) 
j=l,...,rn jY1 
= D: Q(F,) 
= PFISA; x F,]. 
Therefore, for all h in the dual E’ of E with 11 h II < 1, (h 0 PFl pi)iEM is a 
consistent sequence of signed measures with sup{ I( h 0 PfI,9ill I i E N ] < 
sup{sv(Py),,)(i E N) = K - sv(Q) < co. If (SAfi x FJicN is a decreasing 
sequence of atoms of 9j with tiE Ki, then nieN (SAii x F(i)? 
ni,N(SAfJ n nioN(FrJ, where (ti)isN E f)ioN “Aft and ni,, Ffi z 0 accord- 
ing to our Assumption 2.3. Since q is u-isomorphic to the direct product 
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ntEKiSS;, 4 is standard Bore1 by Theorem 2.3 of [ 19, p.135 1, so that we 
can apply Theorem 1.1 to get a unique measure P, on 
(S(K) X R, o(UlaN 3)) with P, = h 0 PF on Uio~~. This proves the weak- 
a-additivity of Pf on lJieN q; because sv(Pf jc)iCN,p.) = SLIPPER sv(P~Js,) = 
K - sv(Q) < co, Pp then has a unique norm-o-additive extension PQ to 
u(UieN 3’) = Y(K) with sv(PQ) = K - sv(Q) by Theorem 10.6 of [ 151. For 
tEKi,F,ETwe have 
= z: W(4) 
ucKi.u>t 
= QtPth 
and with V= UieN Ki this proves (ii). 
Now let us assume that I/# U,,,, {x> s). As usual, we introduce the 
artificial smallest element 0 and define v”:=VU(O} and K”= 
(G’),~N := (Ki U iOJ)isN, with associated inverse limit space (S(K’), 
Y(K’)) and predictable sets Y(K’); set X0 = {0, ~2) and Q,(n) = 0. Since 
for the upper difference operator Df*” on KY we have Df*” = Df Vt E Ki and 
D:“Q = Q, - ,7& Df,” Q, Vi E IN, K” - sv(Q) < 2K - sv(Q) < 00 so that 
the measure Pp.’ associated with (Qt)t,,0 exists on (S(K’) x 0, .Y(K’)). 
Then, with 
ii ,I?- ix E SW’) t x 2 ~“(sN = W”)\lvo(0) I= S(K), 
i 
it easily follows that PQ := Pa,’ IS(x) X R has the stated properties. 
Inversely, if a measure PQ exists with the stated properties, then 
sv(PQ) = K - sv(Q) immediately proves Q to be an E-quasimartingale on K. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let Q be an E-quasimartingale on K. If (tJiCu is a 
monotone (increasing or decreasing) sequence in V, there exists a unique E”- 
valued measure Q, on o(limi,oo 6,) with SV(Q~) < 00, such that 
notmzm 0 0 Q,i(F) = Q,(F), 
VFE UieNSTti if(ti)i,N is increasing, VF E nieNCTti if(ti)i,M is decreasing. 
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ProoJ If PQ is the measure associated with Q, then define 
Q,(F) :=PQ [ (!ii~ (X E S(K)lx > U(ti)}) X F J 3 
VFE u ,Q 5, . Q.E.D. 
t i 
If in particular (fi)ieM = t E S(K), we define Q, = limidW 0 0 Qli in the sense 
of Corollary 2.5, and .T := a(UiEh.Ki). Since for s E Y Q,.,,, = Q 0 Q, and 
.FL’(S, = Y; , this notation is consistent. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let Q be an E-quasimartingale on K with associated 
measure Pa. Then, Vt E S(K), VI;, ET, 
If Q is an E-quasimartingale of bounded variation on K, the last three results 
can be strengthened: 
THEOREM 2.7. Q is an E-quasimartingale of bounded variation on K iff 
there exists a measure PQ as in Theorem 2.4, but with values in E and with 
jinite total variation var(P”). Furthermore, uar(PQ) = K-var(Q). 
Proof: Just as in Theorem 2.4. However, note that var(P$ = supieN 
CSEK. var(@Ql, ) = K-r(Q), so that the Caratheodory-Hahn-Kluvanek 
extension theorem’is applicable if K-var(Q) ( 00. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence, if K-var(Q) < ~10, Corollaries 2.5 and 2.6 remain true if 
the embedding 0 is omitted, and the measures Q, and Q,, t E S(K), assume 
values in the space E. 
The following two special cases, although immediate, are of particular 
interest: 
DEFINITION 2.8. A map f : V+ E, E a Banach space, is of bounded 
semivariation on K if SUP{IIC~.~~ s,D~flI(Ie,I < 1, i E iN} =: K - sv(f) < 00, 
and of bounded variation on K if SU~{~~~~~I(D~~\JI iE N) =: 
K - var(f) < co. 
COROLLARY 2.9. A map f : V-+ E is of bounded semivariation on K sff 
there exists an E”-valued o-additive measure P’ on (S(K), Y(K)) with 
sv(pf)< CXJ and with P’[{x~S(K)(x~u(s))]=O~f(s), VsE V, f is of 
bounded variation on K t@ P’ can be chosen to be E-valued with 
var(p/) < co. 
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DEFINITION 2.10. A real-valued (9&,-adapted L l-process X = (X,),, I. 
is a quasimartingale on K if K-var(X) := sup{CseKi lIE[DfXIS7;] ]IL,li E N} 
< 03. 
COROLLARY 2.11. An adapted L ‘-process X is a quasimartingale on K 
if’ there exists a signed measure Px on (S(K) x 0, .9(K)) with IIP’II < co 
and P”[ {x E S(K)) x > v(s)} x F,] = E[X,; F,Y], Vs f V, VF, E ,<. 
This follows from Theorem 2.4 applied to the R-quasimartingale on K 
defined by Q, :=X, . P, s E V. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let X be a quasimartingale on K with associated measure 
Px. Zf s = (sJieN E S(K) and F, E 6, then 
P’[{xE S(K)lx>s} x F,] =E[X,;F,] ifs E v(V) 
=Ws;J’sl +MJ ifs @ v(V), 
where X, :=a.s.-limi+oo 
orthogonal to P( TS. 
XSi and p, is a finite signed measure on << 
Proof Apply Corollary 2.5 to the sequence (Xsi . P)icN; if s & v(V), 
Cxsi)ieN is a process of bounded variation in the classical sense, i.e., 
CieN EIIEIXsi+, -xsilFsil II < co. Therefore, X, is defined, and there exists 
the Doob decomposition X = M + A into a martingale M = (M,Ji, N and a 
predictable process A = (As,)icN with A, := L’ - limi,% ASi. The martingale 
M defines a consistent sequence of measures (Msi. P)i, N on the standard 
Bore1 spaces (0, <Jis N, and therefore induces a measure #’ on (J2,YJ by 
Theorem 1.1. According to classical results, #’ = M, . P + ,u; with 
MS = a.sl;l$r Msi, P1 sup IM,J = co = 0 and 
ieN 
P sup lMSil = co = 0. Q.E.D. 
i iEih !  
3. DECOMPOSITION OF QUASIMARTINGALES 
Let V be an exhaustible poset and let (Y&,v satisfy Assumption 2.3. Q is 
a set of measures as usual, X an adapted L ‘-process and f a map from V to 
E. 
DEFINITION 3.1. R-quasimartingales Q and X on K are called S- 
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processes on K if DjQls,> 0 and E]DfX]<] > 0, respectively, VS E Ki, 
i E N. A function f of bounded variation on K is a distribution function on 
K if Oif> 0, Vs E K,, i G N. 
The term S-process has been taken from Cairoli [4]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Q and X are S-processes on K i@ Pa and P” exist and are 
j?nite positive measures. f is a distribution function ifjf P’ exists and is a Jinite 
positive measure. 
In particular, an S-process is a positive supermartingale, but the converse is 
not true, just as a distribution function is positive and monotonically 
decreasing, without the converse being correct. 
Together with the results of Sections 4 and 5, the following theorem will 
be seen to be a generalization of the Rao decomposition of a quasimartingale 
on IR,: 
THEOREM 3.3. Q is an R-quasimartingale on K i f f  there exist two S- 
processes Q + and Q- such that Q = Q+ - Q-. The decomposition can be 
chosen in such a way that K-var(Q) = K-var(Q’) + K-var(Q-), and then it 
is unique. The analogous statements hold for X and f 
Proof Let Pa = Pf - P- be the Hahn decomposition of PQ and Q’, 
Q- the S-processes associated with P+, P-. The same argument holds for a 
function f and for an [R-quasimartingale X on K, for the latter because 
IPXI[(xES(K)/x>,v(s)}x.]~P~,~~,VsEV. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Q is an E-martingale if Q, restricted to LT is equal to 
Q,Vs > t E V. X is a martingale if E[X,].F] =X,, Vs > t E V. 
X is a martingale iff (Q,),,, := (X, . P),,y is an [H-martingale. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S(K) have a largest element 1. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) Q is an E-martingale with K-sv(Q) < co; 
(ii) Q is an E-martingale with sup{ sv(Qs)] s E V} < co; 
(iii) Pa with sv(PQ) < CO exists and is concentrated on { 1 } X 0. 
In particular, Lemma 3.5 combined with Theorem 3.3 gives the Krickeberg 
decomposition for a martingale X. 
Proof. The implications (iii) =P (i) 5 (ii) are clear, so let Q be an E- 
martingale with sup(sv(Q,)/s E V} < co. For a fixed n E N let P be the 
Mobiusfunction on K, (see Definition A.l). Since 1 = (si)icN is the largest 
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element in S(K), s, is the largest element in K, ; for s E K, and F E ST;. this 
implies 
D,“Q(F> := c a& u) Q,(F) uolY,,u>s 




0 if s # s, 
because ,u(s, sn) := - 1 rEK,,scr<s,~(s, r). Therefore K-sv(Q) = su~]sv(Q,J I 
nEN}=sup{sv(Q,)]sE V} < co, and since PQ[{(ti)iENES(K)It,=s} XF] 
= D:Q(F), Pa vanishes on {x E S(K)]x > v(s,,)}~ X L!. Q.E.D. 
For i E N and s E Ki denote the atom in .X; containing s by Af . 
Ji := {s E K, ]3t E A 1, t a maximal element in V} 
U {s E Kil 3t = (tj)jeN E S(K) with ti = s and t 4 v(u) VU E P’}. 
DEFINITION 3.6. aS := niCN(Usel, {(t,JiBN E S(K)]fi = s}) is the upper 
boundary of S(K). 
This is not the only plausible definition for the upper boundary, but it has 
the advantage that AS is a measurable set of (S(K), Y(K)) and that LS 
contains the maximal elements of v(V) as well as those elements of S(K) that 
are not dominated by any element of v( I’). In Example 1, BS is equivalent to 
{(s , ,..., s,) E S(K) 13 i E { l,..., n} with si = co }. 
DEFINITION 3.7. R-quasimartingales Q and X on K are called M- 
processes on K if Vi E N DiQ],, = 0 and E[DBX(K] = 0, respectively, 
Vs E Ki such that (tj)j,, E CW z= ti # s. S-processes Q and X on K are called 
potentials on K if PQ[8S X Q] = 0 and P”[aS X 01 = 0, respectively. 
These definitions are consistent with the standard definitions in the case 
V=O!: (or V=iR: : see Sections 4 and 5). 
LEMMA 3.8. (i) An R-quasimartingale Q on K is an M-process on K 
lrPQ is concentrated on 13s X a. 
(ii) Q is an S-process on K iff there exists a decomposition Q = N + Z 
into an M-process N and a potential Z. 
(iii) Assume LB = U jeN(x E S(K)(x > sjlfor a set (s’k E N} c S(K). 
Then the S-processes Q and X on K are potentials on K tfl limi,oo ]] Qti I( = 0 
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and limi,, Xti = 0 as. and in L’ for an-v sequence (ti)iebi S V with 
v(ti) T s E as. 
ProoJ (i) is the definition of an M-process on K, and (ii) derives from 
splitting PQ into its restrictions on aS x R and (aS)c x G. For (iii), let 
Q be a potential; then limi,co Q(Q) = PQ[ (x E S(K)Ix > s} x L2J = 0 for 
s E 8. Conversely, if s’ = (s$~~, then PQ [ {x E S(K)lx > sj) x Q 1 = 
lim,, Q,(Q) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Example 
The following example derives from the theory of random fields (see, e.g., 
Preston [20]). Let Z = (Zs)scRn be x-measurable random variables on 0 
and define 
<Fu := a{ Z, ) s E U) for U open, 
.iTc:= 0 .~~,forCclosed,C’:=(rEH”l5~$Ir-s/<& 
F>O 
Assume ,F = a(Z,Js E [R”); as in Example 2, let V’ be a countable basis of 
R” consisting of bounded open sets, partially ordered by inclusion, such that 
V’ is a V-semilattice, and set I’:= {I!? U E V’, u the closure of U). Let P be 
a probability on (0,.7) such that 
V&rmeasurable sets F,, QU E V, where aiY is the boundary of U; a 
probability with this property will be called a Markov random field with 
respect to (. c&E ,, . If Q is a probability on (0,YJ such that 
Q ],7g < PI,, VU E V, define X, := dQ/dPI,,,, X := (Xo)oei,.. Then Q is a 
random field with the same specification as P, i.e., with Q[Fls’,] = 
P[FIST,,] VF E Y-&, I!? E V, if and only if X is a positive normed martingale 
such that X, is .&,-measurable Vu E V. If (,F&sc. satisfies 
Assumption 2.3, then Px defines Q, and in fact Px I,, , X. = Q, where 1 is the 
largest element in S(K), so that locally absolutely continuous phase tran- 
sition is completely described by the probability measures Px with support 
1 x R and with .9’&-measurable random variables X,. 
More generally, let r: R + S(K) be a random variable with 
{r > a} E9&,QiUE V and set ,Fb:=rgllr>n,; note that if we were only 
working on V” := {A E R: Jt E A * [O, t] G A}, 7 would define a stopping 
line [ 171. If Qz is a measure on (a,sT) with QT Isbe PI,& VUE V, define 
Xb := dQ’/dE 1 sl, ( := 0 on {t > U”)), X’ := (Xjj)nev, ; then Q’ satisfies 
QT[F n {r > U) ]Yuc] = P[F n (7 > U) ]jiru,] VF E Yn iff X’ is a normed S- 
process with ](px’]] = E[X,] = 1 such that X; is x8,-measurable, Xb= 0 on 
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{7 > U}‘, VU E V. If r assumes only non-maximal values in V, “S-process” 
can be replaced by “potential.” 
If we denote (B E S(K) lB > A } by [A+] and define 
.Yg:=cJ([A+] XFlV3A < i7,FE.FA}, 
.T&:=u{[A~] xFIV3A~U,FE.~~cn.lr,}, 
.$“:=a([&] XFIFE.Ya,}, 
Vu E V, then the fact that P is a Markov random field for (.FU)oGc 
translates into P”, Y the martingale identical 1, being a Markov random field 
with respect to (C9jU)UCb’ since 
Similarly, if X’ is a normed S-process such that X6 is .&,-measurable, 
Xb = 0 on (r > u}‘, Vu E I’, then Pxr is a probability on (S(K) X L!, 9(K)) 
such that 
(i) Px’ is a Markov random field with respect to (L9$U)os~ ;
(ii) Pxr has support {(A, w)l@ <A <r(u)/ =: [a, r]; 
(iii) PxT and Py restricted to (.P’,),,, := (a{ [A+] x 
(F ~7 {r > A }) I V 3 A < 0, F E RA })oE v have the same specification, i.e., 
PxT[[A+] x FIY’,] =P”‘[[A+j x (Ff’ {s>A})19u,] 
= P’[[A+] x (Fn {t>A})I$,c], 
V[A+] xFEYu; 
(iv) Px’ has the given conditional densities (X,IJ)~~~ on (.d;),,,. with 
respect to Py, i.e., 
PxT([i?+] x F) = P”‘([i?+] x (Fn (52 i?})) 
=.f l[U-,a- . XbdP’ 
Due to properties (i) and (ii) we call Pxr a Markov random field with the 
random life space [0, r]. Part (iv) then means that P*’ is the Markov 
random field with the given conditional density X’ (with respect to P’) on 
its life space [0, t]. 
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4. QUASIMARTINGALES ON SEPARABLE POSETS 
If V is exhaustible and Q = (Q,),,” is an E-quasimartingale on K, 
Corollary 2.6 shows that Q can be extended in a unique way to a set 
(QsLw, such that (omitting 0 in the future) 
PQ~WWW>~l x~,l=Q,(W~ t’F, E <K (4.1) 
not only holds for s E v(v>, but for all s E S(K). Now obviously we could 
also have constructed this measure PQ if we had started off with (QJsEW, 
where W is any set such that v(V) G WE S(K). In particular, v(Y) is then 
dense in W in the sense of convergence of monotonically increasing 
sequences. So, generally speaking, the set V does not have to be exhaustible, 
as long as it has an appropriate dense set Vd. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A partially ordered, not necessarily countable set V is 
called a separable poset if there exists an exhaustible poset Vd E V such that 
Vs E V there exists a sequence (sJieN with si E Vd, si < sit 1 Vi E n\l and 
s = VicMsi (we shall use the notation si T s). A regularly exhausting 
sequence K = (KJisN of Vd is called a regularly separating sequence of V. 
As in Section 1, if there exists an n E n\i with Vd = UsGK, {x E Vdlx > s) 
(e v= UEK” (x E Vlx > s}) we may assume n = 1. 
Let V be a separable poset with a fixed exhaustible dense subset Vd and a 
fixed regularly exhausting sequence K of Vd, and set & := 
a( {x E Vlx > s} 1s E K,}. Then Lemma 1.5 still holds since its proof does not 
depend on V being countable, so that there exists a bijection rpi from (A IA a 
atom in .&} to K, if V= UsEK,(x > s), and to Ki U (O} otherwise. Conse- 
quently Lemma 1.6 follows as well, so that the inverse limit space 
(J(K), Y(K)) associated with (V, .ZJiE N is isomorph to the inverse limit 
space (S(K), p(K)) associated with K on Vd as in Section 1. The space 
(S(K), Y(K)) furnished with the natural order > will therefore also be called 
the inverse limit space associated with K on v. 
For s E V, let (,4f)i, N E J(K) with s E A j Vi E N; the natural embedding 
v: V-+ S(K) is then defined as in Definition 1.8 by v(s) := (~@i))~~~. Set 
P’:‘:=u{{xE Vlx>s}lsE V}; 
THEOREM 4.2. V: (V, 7 ‘) -+ (S(K), Y(K)) is a measurable injectiue map 
which is order-preserving. Furthermore, 
(i) V(S)=(Si)jp~~S=V:;~Si; 
(ii) (Si)feM E 5’(K) * (si)ie N = Vy$’ v(sj)* 
Proof v-l{ (si)iEN E S(K)(s, = s} = p;‘(s), so u is measurable. If 
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v(s) = CSi)iefN 7 then s > si, and since there exists a sequence (z+)~~~ with 
ui T s, ui E Knfij, we have s E A $,)) _ c (x E V/x > ui], which proves (i). So v 
is injective, and v(s) > v(t) * s > t. Conversely, s > t > ti implies s E A ii G 
{x E Vlx > ti), i.e., v(s) = (si)icN > v(t) = (ti)ick. Q.E.D. 
Examples 
In Example 1, the most natural index set would be V= [0, co)” with 
Vd = D”; in Example 2, V= {U/ U an open set in T} with Vd a countable 
basis closed with respect to finite unions, whereas in Examples 3 and 4, V 
could be any V-semilattice or tree with a countable dense set Vy; the set V:’ 
can then always be completed to an exhaustible set Vd. 1 
Let (a,.7, P) be a probability space with an isotone family of sub-o- 
algebras (.P’J,,v of F and Q = (Q,Lv a set of measures on (a, 9&c~. If 
there is to exist a measure PQ satisfying (4.1) then (QJseyd must be an E- 
quasimartingale on K, and Q as well as (YJ,,v must be consistent in the 
sense of Corollary 2.6: Q, = QccS), L< =,P&, , Vs E V. 
ASSUMPTION 4.3. (3JsEy is an isotone family of sub-o-algebras of jT 
satisfying the Assumption 2.3 as well as 
(iii) ,< = a(UieN~<;), VS E v\Vd, where (Si)is~r = V(S). 
DEFINITION 4.4. Q = (QS)Ssv is an E-quasimartingale (of bounded 
variation) on K if 
(9 (Q,),, yd =: Q d is an E-quasimartingale (of bounded variation) on 
K; K-sv(Q) := K-sv(Qd), K-var(Q) := K-var(Qd). 
(ii) Q is weakly leftcontinuous, i.e., weak-limi,, QJF) = Q,(F), 
VSE v\V", VFE UieR\l~i' where (si)ieN= V(S). 
A map f: V+ E is of bounded (semi-) variation on K if Q defined on 
5 = (0,G) by Q,(Q) :=f(s) is an E-quasimartingale (of bounded 
variation) on K. 
Note first that weak-lim, -03 QsiP) = Q,(F) implies norm- 
limi,m Q,,<F) = Q,(F) for an E-quasimartingale on K since 
sup{]] QSj(F) 111 i E N } < co, and, second, that we do not assume this leftcon- 
tinuity for all s E V. 
THEOREM 4.5. Under Assumption 4.3 the statements of the Theorems 2.4 
through Theorem 2.9 remain true for a separable poset V. 
This is an immediate consequence of Definition 4.4. For an adapted L’- 
process X = (X,),,, however, the situation is slightly different due to Lemma 
2.12: if Xd := (X,),,,, is a quasimartingale on K, (X, . P),,,,d may define 
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measures (QshKj which are not absolutely continuous with respect to P 
anymore and therefore cannot be represented by (X, . P)sGSCK,. 
DEFINITION 4.6. X is a quasimartingale on K if 
(i) Xd is a quasimartingale on K; K-var(X) := K-var(Xd); 
(ii) X is weakly a.s.-leftcontinuous, i.e., limi+cc Xsi = X, a.s. 
Vs E v\V”, where (sJieN := V(S). 
If in addition lim,,, E[Xsi; F] = E[Xs; F], VF E UieNcFsi3 vs E qvd3 
where (si)ieN = V(S), then L’ - lim,,,, 
weakly L ‘-leftcontinuous. 
X,, = X,, Vs E v\V”, and X is called 
THEOREM 4.1. An adapted L’-process X is a quasimartingale on K iff 
there exists a finite signed measure Px on (S(K) x Q, 9(K)) with 11 Px(I = 
K-var(Q) and such that 
f’“[{xE S(K)lx> v(s)} XF] =E[X,;F] +pu,(F’), VsE V.VFE.<, 
where p’s is a measure on & orthogonal to PI,, with ,uu, = 0 Vs E Vd. X is 
weakly L ‘-leftcontinuous iff,u, = 0, Vs E V. 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 2.12. Q.E.D. 
Examples 
In Example 1, with V = [0, co), the functions of bounded variation on 
K := (D&, are precisely those functions of bounded variation (in the 
classical sense) which are leftcontinuous on [0, oo)\D’. If (L<)se,o,m, is the 
leftcontinuous version of a set (F~)ss,O,oo, of u-algebras satisfying 
Assumption 2.3, the leftcontinuous version of a positive (~~8)S,,,.,,-adapted 
supermartingale is a quasimartingale on K. 
In Example 2, let (XZ),, T be a random field and ,U a measure on 
(T,.5?(7’)). Define .7jU:=u{X,IzE U) for the open sets UE V and 
y,(w) := jLJVz(w>> Adz) for a measurable function f satisfying 
J T E[lf(X,)I] ,u(dz) < co. If (.FU)UEF, satisfies Assumption 2.3, then 
y= (YU)“,Y is a quasimartingale on K with measure Py. Since for U E Ki, 
DL Y = 0 if there exists a U’ E Ki with U c U’ c T, i.e., if 1 TjUl > 2, Py is 
concentrated on nieN (UUEKi,,T\U,=I {U’ E S(K)1 U’ > v(U))> X R. 1 
To continue the process of generalization to separable V, let us also admit 
separable V in the definitions of Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.8. Under Assumption 4.3, all results of Section 3 remain 
correct if V is a separable poset. 
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This follows easily since the proofs in Section 3 depend only on the measures 
Pa associated with the quasimartingales Q. 
One last remark on the inverse limit space S(K): since S(K) is itself a 
separable poset, as we will show now, the above constructions could be 
iterated; but this does not lead to any improvement: 
LEMMA 4.9. S(K) is a separable poset with regularly separating 
sequence v(K) := (v(K~))~~~. (S(v(K)), .Y‘(r(K))) and (S(K), .9‘(K)) are u- 
isomorphic measurable spaces. 
Proof: uiEN v(Ki) is dense in S(K) since S(K) 3 (si)iCN = Vi,n~(~i> by 
Theorem 4.2, and v(Ki) is n-compatible because Ki is. If 
y= us,,, (x E Vlx > s}, then 
so that y: S(v(K)) -+ S(K) defined by ~((v(s~))~~J := (s~)~~~ is bijective and 
is obviously also a a-isomorphism. Similarly, if V# UseK,(x E V]x > s}. 
Q.E.D. 
5. THE CASE V=lR: 
The assumptions on the o-algebras (K)s,V and the quasimartingales Q 
which we have been making so far do not agree with the situation in the 
theory of stochastic processes for V= [0, co)“, as it is found for example in 
[9, lo]. However, there is a simple canonical translation, as we will now 
show: in essence, change from rightcontinuous to leftcontinuous versions (in 
the appropriate topology). 
Let [O, co]” be furnished with the natural order < and the strengthening 
< defined by s = (s, ,...) s,) < I = (t, ,..., tn) iff Si < ti, i = l,..., n; 
(s,tJ := (xE [0, co]“]sdx,<t); for a sequence (si)iEN in [0, co]” with 
lim,, si = s we will write si t s if si < si+l, and si 1 s if si % sit ‘Vi E IN. As 
usual, (J&F, P) is a probability space with an isotone set (cFJsc(O,oo)n of 
sub-u-algebras such that (a,*) is a standard Bore1 space Vs E (0, CO)~; but 
now we assume that for any increasing sequence (s~)~.~ in (0, co)” there 
does not exist a decreasing sequence (Ai)ie N of atoms Ai f z: with 
nicNAi = 0 (this is the situation in [8-lo]). Define the right- and leftcon- 
tinuous modifications of (YJsc~O,oo~~ by 
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F; := 1;i ,q;, vs E [O, co)“, 
jr;:=. ‘$5 ) VsE(0, co]“. 
( 1 
DEFINITION 5.1. An (C~&Ero,co,n - adapted process X= (Xs)sE,O,oo)n is a 
right-quasimartingale if 
(i) sup{CSEK(EIIEID~XI~:] I] I i E NJ =: ,FT’-var(X) < co, where 
0: is the upper difference operator on Ki := {(s, ,..., s,,) 2-’ Isj E 
lo,..., i2’}cN, l<j<n}; 
(ii) X is weakly L’-rightcontinuous, i.e., limtjs X, = X, in the weak- 
L ’ (0, <K) topology. 
The right-quasimartingales are precisely the quasimartingales of Follmer 
[lo], and therefore they define a unique measure Px3” on the space 
((0, a]” x f2, .S), .P := u {( s, co] x F,IF, ECY-7:, s E (0, co)“) the u-algebra 
of the predictable sets, such that 
P*q(s, co] x F,] = E[X,;F,], VF, Ezq. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A set Q = (QS)Sc~o,coI~ of signed measures Q, on 
(Q,Srf.) is called a left-quasimartingale (of measures) if 
(i) SU~{C~~~~DSQI~)~~ER\~}=:.P’-~~~(Q)< co; 
(ii) Q is weakly L ‘-leftcontinuous, i.e., lim, ts QI(F) = Q,(F), 
VF E U,,,F:. 
According to Theorems 2.7 and 4.5, a left-quasimartingale defines a measure 
Pa,’ on (S(K) x R, 9(K)). But since S(K) is equivalent to the disjoint union 
union of (0, co]” with the countable set of hyperplanes 
H,,, := {@I,..., s,)E(O,~]“IS~=~~,V~EZ}, ~EUi~NKi,I~{l,...,n},and 
since each set H,,, x 6’ is a Pa,’ nullset due to the weak L ‘-leftcontinuity of 
Q, we may consider PQ,’ as a measure on ((0, co 1” x R, 9), where 
~=o([s,~]~F~FE~f,sE(O,oo]“}. 
THEOREM 5.3. The adapted process X= (Xs)se[,,,m,n is a right- 
quasimartingale 13 there exists a left-quasimartingale Q = (Qs)scCo,ml~ such 
that 
v~ E[X,; Fl = Q,(F), VFE Ufas9-;, Vs E (0, ok]“, (5.1) 
‘1’~ Q,(F) = -Ws; FL VF E S;, Vs E [O, 00)~, (5.2) 
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and then P**’ = Pa?‘. X defines Q uniquely by (5.1) and Q defines X uniquely 
by (5.2). 
ProoJ If x is a right-quasimartingale, lim, ,$ E[X,; F] = 
Px3’[ [s, co] x F] =: Q,(F), VF E (JIQS S: defines a measure on 
o(lJ,,,YJ =sTt, and the statements of the theorem follow. Inversely, if Q 
’ a left-quasimartingale, the theorem follows from X, * P(F) := 
FQ*‘](s, 001 x F] = lim,lS Q,(F), VF E Fi. Q.E.D. 
For a right-quasimartingale X the classical theorem on convergence 
backwards implies that the weak L’-rightcontinuity is equivalent with a kind 
of sequential a.s.-rightcontinuity, i.e., with lim,,,, XSi =X, a.s. V(S~)~~~ with 
si 1 S, b’s E [0, co)” (note that the set (lim,,, X,i# X,) may depend on 
(s~)~~~). For left-quasimartingales the two conditions lead to different 
situations: weak L’-continuity is appropriate for measures Q = (QS)scCO.~,,,,r 
whereas sequential a.s.-leftcontinuity is adequate for processes X: 
DEFINITION 5.4. An (Y$eCo,ool,,-adapted process X = (XS)S~~,,co,~ is a 
left-quasimartingale (of random variables) if 
(i) X is sequentially a.s.-leftcontinuous, i.e., lim,,, XSi = X,Y a.s. 
V(S’)~~~~ with si r s, Vs E (0, a~]“; 
(ii) There exists a regularly separating sequence K = (Ki)ieN on 
(0, coin such that (Y’, K)-var(X):= SUP{C,,~J E[DbX]YJ (ILl/i E N) < co. 
Denote inf{ (F’, K)-var(X)/ K a regularly separating sequence of (0, co 1” } 
by .Y%ar(X). 
To a left-quasimartingale X of random variables we could associate a 
measure Px on (S(K) x 0, .9’(K)) by means of Theorem 4.7, where PA is 
based on the R-quasimartingale (X, . P)sEU,sNKi. However, Px might depend 
on K. This can be avoided if we make use of the strengthening < to define a 
more natural measure Px3’ on ((0, co]” x R, 9) in the following way: 
THEOREM 5.5. An (,F&C,,colE-adapted process X = (XS)S~~O,col~ is a 
left-quasimartingale lfl there exists a left-quasimartingale Q = (QS)SC~,,,oo,~ f 
measures with 
Q,(F) = ‘,‘r E[X, ; FL VFE u 9-i, (5.3) 
t<s 
Q,=X,.P+iu, vs E (0, al]“, (5.4) 
where pu, is a measure on (0, Fi) orthogonal to Pj,F: and ,uS1,F; is absolutely 
continuous with respect to PI, F!, Vt 4 s. Then .F’-var(Q) = .+@-var(X). 
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The measure on ((0, co]” x 0, CP) associated with this Q will be denoted by 
P . X,1 
Proof. Let X be a left-quasimartingale and let K be such that (Y’, K)- 
var(X) < 00. If (si) iehlC IJjcNKj with si T s, Lemma 2.12 applied to the 
quasimartingale (XSi)ieN proves that (5.3) defines a measure Q, on Y’,, 
which in fact does not depend on the particular sequence (si)iEN E Uj, N K,i. 
Again by Lemma 2.12 Q, = X, . P + ,uS, where ,uS has the stated properties; 
so if (ui)ior, is any sequence in (0, co]” with ui T U, 
(ST’, K)-var(X) > sup 
I 




2 x II <Quit1 - QuJ qill due to (5.3) 
ieN 
i.e., ]]flJ] + 0 for i -+ co, and this proves Q to be weakly L’-leftcontinuous. 
From this (5.3) follows, and since sT’-var(Q) < (Sr’, K)-var(X), Q is a left- 
quasimartingale. 
Now assume Q to be a left-quasimartingale of measures with 
Q,=X;P+p,. The weak-l ‘-leftcontinuity of Q together with 
CieN ]]pUi]] < co for ui T u implies (5.3), and together with Lemma 2.12 
applied to the quasimartingale (XUi)iEN this proves X to be sequentially a.s.- 
leftcontinuous. So it only remains to show that ?‘-var(X) = s”-var(Q), and 
this follows immediately if we can find a regularly separating sequence K’ 
with Q,=X,. P, VsE (JiENKi. 
For SE (0, oo]“,F~Srf, 1(A) := PQ[A x F] defines a finite signed 
measure on ([s, co], .9[s, co]). The set 
‘f” 6 {cE(o,m]“I IIzI((s~,...~S,)lSi=C}>O) 
i=l 
is countable, and for t E [s, co]\n;=, I, we have 
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= $yu, 001) 
= 47 Q,(F) 
=E[X;;F] 
by Theorem 5.3, where X’ is the right-quasimartingale with Pxr*’ = Pa*‘. 
Since CK is countably generated and (T)SECO,OOjn is isotone, there exists a 
countable ring 2 such that Vs E (0, co)“, .5? contains a ring SS with 
a(.5PJ = L&. I := u FE,2 IF is countable, and for t E (0, co ] ‘\nl= 1 I we have 
E[X,; F] + pu,(F) = E[XF; I;], VF E (J,,, 5PS, and as ,u~ is orthogonal to P on 
E = 4us <I ~2’~)) pUt must vanish: choosing K’ E (0, 0~) ]‘\nf=, I, we are 
finished. Q.E.D. 
The proof shows that Px+’ is the measure associated with the R- 
quasimartingale on K’ by Theorem 4.7, where K’ is carefully chosen; this 
dependence on the sequence K does not occur for right-quasimartingales. But 
in spite of this difficulty, there exists a complete duality between right- and 
left-quasimartingales: call K := {(s, ,..., sn) ] si E (c, ,..., cm}, 1 < i < n) a grid 
with upper difference operator DK; then we have 
THEOREM 5.6. Let X = (XS)s~~O,co~~ be an (2Jsa~o,m~n-adapted process 
with x, ZE 0 vs E (0, al]“\(O, oo)“, and with Y--var(X) := 
sup(CscK II WfXl%] II IX a grid} < co. For every sE 10, 001” choose 
arbitrary sequences (si)isN and (si)iEN with si T s and si 1 S, and define 
Xi := lim Xsi l{limi+u Xsiexists)~ 
i-m 
vs E [O, co)“; 
-G := lim x~i l[limi,,X,iexisfs)~ 
i-co 
vs E (0. co]“; 
Q,(F) := /\ir E[X,i; F], VFE U&,VsE(O,oo]“. 
t-3 
Then X’ = (Xi)SeIo,m,n is a right-quasimartingale on (x&E,,,m,,,r 
x’ = G%cLcol” is a left-quasimartingale of random variables on 
E)smo,“~ and Q = (QsL~o,mln is a left-quasimartingale of measures on 
(~f)soo,,mp with 
pXr.r = pX’.l = pQJ, 
.;7’-var(X’) = F’-var(X’) = x’-var(Q) < Y-var(X). 
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In particular, X’ and X’ are sequentially as.-rightcontinuous and leftcon- 
tinuous versions of X. If E[ofX]&] > 0, Vs E K, V grids K, X is sequen- 
tially a.s.-rightcontinuous (leftcontinuous) iff X is Fr- (F’-) adapted and 
f(s) := E[X,] is a rightcontinuous (leftcontinuous) function because (XSi)is N 
is a positive supermartingale for any increasing sequence (si)iG N. 
Proof If (si)icN is a monotone sequence, (XsJicN is a quasimartingale, so 
X’, X’ and Q are defined. Since XSl-+ XL in L l(P), X’ is a right- 
quasimartingale with ST’-var(X’) <Sr-var(X). Let Q’ be the left- 
quasimartingale associated with X’ by Theorem 5.3; if si t s, let (u$)~,~~~ be 
such that si < U; < si+’ and U: 1 si for j-+ co. Then (XUOjeN converges to Xii 
a.s. and in L’(P), so that supieN CieN ]],??[X!j-- XSi].&] ]] < co implies 
CisN IlGi - xsfII < co, and therefore Q, = QL, whtch proves that Q is a left- 
quasimartingale. Since Q, = Xi . P + ,uu,, pcls orthogonal to P on Fb, X’ is a 
left-quasimartingale by the last theorem. Q.E.D. 
Example 
Let X = (Xs)sel,,mJz be an (.F&,,ooj2-adapted martingale with ,F’- 
var(X) < co and let Q be the associated left-quasimartingale of measures on 
m~~)sw,co,~~ Assume furthermore that X vanishes on the axes and set 
,Ft :=F: and Q, := 0 on the axes; then Q = (Qs)S~tO,colz is a martingale in 
the sense of Definition 3.4. If Vd := ([0, co)‘\Uy!, [O, si)]si E UB:, 
1 < i < m, m 6S N }, then Vd ordered by C, > C2 o C, s C, is exhaustible, 
and every C E Vd can be written as C = Uyz’=,,..,,, [sri, s*‘); for such a C we 
define 
Q, := 2 Q[s", s*'), 
i=l 
where Qb, t) := Q, - Qcs,.t2j - Qct,,s2, + Q,, and 
3; := t Fi, 
i=l 
for C = [0, co)‘\Uy=, [0, si). Then (Q,)cEyd is a martingale with respect to 
@%c, vd in the sense of Definition 3.4 iff X is a strong martingale, i.e., iff 
Jw(s7 tl IeJura, %F;)] = 0, Vs Q f E [0, a~)~, where X(s, t] is defined in the 
same way as Q]s, t). If 
V:=(CE(O,a,)Z(sEC [ => s,oo)EC;CCI(O,t]iscompactVt<ao), 
then Vd is dense in V, and (Qc)ccvd can be extended to a martingale on V by 
defining 
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Qc(F) := /\; QDi(F) for (Di)ie N G P with int(Di) 1 C, VF E Uip NF& 
=PQ[(DES(K)]D>v(C)} xF], 
where PQ is the measure on (S(K) x G, 9(K)) associated with Q, K a 
regularly exhausting sequence of Vd; PQ exists and is concentrated on 
(1 j X 12, 1 the largest element in S(K). 
6. UNIQUENESS OF THE ASSOCIATED MEASURES 
If V is a fixed separable poset, we now want to show in which sense the 
inverse limit space and the associated measures constructed in the preceding 
paragraphs are independent of the chosen regularly separating sequence. So 
let K = (Ki)ieN add L = (LJiEN be arbitrary regularly separating sequences; 
if necessary, we shall and an index K or L to the standard notations to 
distinguish the sequence we are referring to. As usual, let Q be a set of u- 
additive measures Q, on (a,YJ with values in a Banach space E. The main 
results are then given in Theorems 6.1 and 6.11 below. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let V be exhaustible with regularly exhausting sequences 
K and L, and let (.9&.y satisfy Assumption 2.3 with respect to K. Then 
PA,” also satisfy Assumption 2.3 with respect to L, and 
(i) there exists a map 1?: (S(K), Y(K), 2) + (S(L), 9(L), >) which 
is an isomorphism of measurable spaces and of posets; 
(ii) K-sv(Q) = L-sv(Q); K-var(Q) = L-var(Q); 
(iii) 9 can be chosen in such a way that the map 
‘y: (S(K) x J2,9(K)) --+ (S(L) x R, 9(L)) defined by !P (s, o) := (p(s), W) 
is an isomorphism of measurable spaces with the property that 
‘PQo !#‘-I =LPQ for every E-quasimartingale Q. 
Proof: If .~:=a{{~>s}]sEK~} and ~:=a{{x>s}~sEL,}, there 
exist sequences (m(i)),,, and (n(i))i,N such that x,(i) E Ynci, EXm(i+ I), 
ViE N, since V= UiENKi= U,,,L,. If (Ai)ipN is a decreasing sequence of 
atoms Ai of A, there then exists a decreasing sequence of atoms Bi of z 
such that A,(t) 2 B,(ij 2 A,(t+ i), Vi E N, and (BJis N is unique. This shows 
that (T),, y satisfy Assumption 2.3 with respect to K iff they satisfy 
Assumption 2.3 with respect to L. Denote the elements of S(K) and S(L) 
associated with (A Jie N and (BJiEN by (sJiE N and (u~)!~ N, respectively, and 
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sense that si T s in V implies Q,(F) = weak-limi,, QJF), VPE UiqNTi, 
then Q is regular. 
(2) If Q is an E-quasimartingale on K satisfying (6.1), then 
KQ{x > s’,..., sk} is defined, and the assumption 
KQ{x > s’,..., s”} = QL’(x > sl,..., sk} V{S’,..., sk} c L, (6.2’) 
suffices to prove (Lemma 6.8) that LQ{~>~‘,...,~k} is also defined 
V{S’,..., sk) c V. So the importance of (6.2) lies in the independence of 
Q{x > s’,..., sk} from K, and not in its existence. 
(3) If Q is an S-process on K satisfying (6.1), then (6.2) and (6.2’) 
are equivalent. I 
Let 
Kp” := {KpQ(KpQ is the measure on (S(K) x R, 9(K)) associated 
with Q, Q a regular E-quasimartingale on K}; 
“/?” := { K~Q E “p” 1 Q is of bounded variation on K}; 
“p + := { KPQ E “p” 1 Q is an S-process on K } ; 
“x := {KP” E “p”lX is an L r-regular process with 
K-var(X) < co}; 
THEOREM 6.6. (S(K) x 0,9(K), “P”) and (S(L) x a, .9(L), “p”) are 
a-isomorph; the a-isomorphism !P can be chosen in such a way that 
Y”‘(“PQ) = KPQ VLPQ E “p”. This remains true if-p” is replaced by *pE, ‘p’ or 
‘x* 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let Q be regular; then 
K-sv(Q) = L-sv(Q), (6.3) 
K-var(Q) = L-var(Q). (6.4) 
If K-sv(Q) < 00 and ‘PQ are the associated measures, then 
(S(K) x f&Y(K), “Pa) and (S(L) x 0,9(L), “PQ) are isomorphic measure 
spaces in the sense of Halmos [ 111. 
We assume that V has a smallest element 0, since otherwise the statements 
follow from VU (0). The proof will be split into a number of lemmas. 
If G is a n-compatible set in V, every atom A: of F := o{ {X >/ tl t E G} 
can be written as 
A;= {XE V(x>s}\ u {XE Vlx>t), f.>GS 
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Q,(F) := !\rt~ Q#) for (Di)iE.M c Vd with int(Di) 1 C, VF E UiENSTLi 
=P”[{DES(K)ID>v(C)}xF], 
where PQ is the measure on (S(K) x fi, 9(K)) associated with Q, K a 
regularly exhausting sequence of Vd; PQ exists and is concentrated on 
( 11 x J2, 1 the largest element in S(K). 
6. UNIQUENESS OF THE ASSOCIATED MEASURES 
If V is a fixed separable poset, we now want to show in which sense the 
inverse limit space and the associated measures constructed in the preceding 
paragraphs are independent of the chosen regularly separating sequence. So 
let K = (Ki)isN add L = (Li)isN be arbitrary regularly separating sequences; 
if necessary, we shall and an index K or L to the standard notations to 
distinguish the sequence we are referring to. As usual, let Q be a set of (T- 
additive measures Q, on (J?,K) with values in a Banach space E. The main 
results are then given in Theorems 6. I and 6.11 below. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let V be exhaustible with regularly exhausting sequences 
K and L, and let (Y&.y satisfy Assumption 2.3 with respect to K. Then 
(<)S.Y also satisfy Assumption 2.3 with respect to L, and 
(i) there exists a map p: (S(K), Y(K), >) -+ (S(L), Y(L), 2) which 
is an isomorphism of measurable spaces and of posets; 
(ii) K-sv(Q) = L-sv(Q); K-var(Q) = L-var(Q); 
(iii) p can be chosen in such a way that the map 
Y: (S(K) x a, 9(K)) + (S(L) x J&Y(L)) defined by !P (s, w) := (p(s), o) 
is an isomorphism of measurable spaces with the property that 
uPQo !P ’ =LPQ for every E-quasimartingale Q. 
ProoJ If ~:=a{{x>s}lsEKi} and S$:=a{{x>s}IsELi}, there 
exist sequences (m(i))i,N and (n(i))i,N such that X,& G 9&, &Xju+ 1j, 
ViE n\l, since V= lJieNKi= U,,,L,. If (Ai)ieN is a decreasing sequence of 
atoms Ai of q, there then exists a decreasing sequence of atoms Bi of g 
such that A,(i) 2 B,(t) 2 A,(i+ 1)) Vi E N, and (Bi)ip N is unique. This shows 
that @LY satisfy Assumption 2.3 with respect to K iff they satisfy 
Assumption 2.3 with respect to L. Denote the elements of S(K) and S(L) 
associated with (Ai)ipu and (Bi)i,N by (si)jpN and (u~)~~ N, respectively, and 
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sense that si T s in V implies Q,(F) = weak-lim,,, QJF), VF E UiEod.<,, 
then Q is regular. 
(2) If Q is an E-quasimartingale on K satisfying (6.1), then 
KQ{x > s’,..., s”} is defined, and the assumption 
KQ{x > sl,..., sk} = QLi{x > s’,..., s”} V{sl,..., s”} c Li (6.2’) 
suffices to prove (Lemma 6.8) that LQ{x> s’,..., sk} is also defined 
V{s’,..., sk} c V. So the importance of (6.2) lies in the independence of 
Q{x > So,..., sk} from K, and not in its existence. 
(3) If Q is an S-process on K satisfying (6.1), then (6.2) and (6.2’) 
are equivalent. I 
Let 
Kp” := {“PQ 1 KpQ is the measure on (S(K) X R, 9(K)) associated 
with Q, Q a regular E-quasimartingale on K}; 
“/?” := { KPQ E “p” ( Q is of bounded variation on K 1; 
“p + := { KPQ E “p” ) Q is an S-process on K}; 
“x := {“P” E “p” (X is an L’-regular process with 
K-var(X) < 03); 
THEOREM 6.6. (S(K) X 0,9(K), “p”) and (S(L) X 52,9(L), “p”) are 
o-isomorph; the a-isomorphism Y can be chosen in such a way that 
Y’(“PQ) = KPQ VLPQ E “p”. This remains true v’p” is replaced by .pE, ‘p’ or 
‘x- 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let Q be regular; then 
K-w(Q) = L-sv(Q), (6.3) 
K-var(Q) = L-var(Q). (6.4) 
Zf K-sv(Q) < CO and ‘P” are the associated measures, then 
(S(K) x R, Y(K), KPQ) and (S(L) x R, 9(L), LPQ) are isomorphic measure 
spaces in the sense of Halmos [ 111. 
We assume that V has a smallest element 0, since otherwise the statements 
follow from VU (0). The proof will be split into a number of lemmas. 
If G is a n-compatible set in V, every atom A f of 55 := (T( {x > t ( t E G } 
can be written as 
A?= (XE Vlx>s}\ lJ {XE Vlx>t}, 
t+>Gs 
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where t +>c s means that t is a nearest neighbour of s in G, i.e., G 3 t > s, and 
u E G with t > u > s implies u = t. Define 
KAf := {x E S(K)Jx > v~(s)}\ u (x E S(K)lx > UK(t)), 
t .>,cis 
‘<AC := u “A; forA’= fi A:. 
id iel 
ka;dKon the following technical result, the idea is to show that the map 
!I? A,i+LAFj i n d uces the o-isomorphism of Theorem 6.6. 
LEMMA 6.8. Let Q be a regular E-quasimartingale on L; if 
F,E.%,F,E.e, 




) ifs = t, (6.5) 
SV(~P~, “Afi X F, n LA;Kj X F,) = SV(~P~, “Afi X F, f3 “Afj X F,). (6.6) 
In particular, K-sv(Q) = L-sv(Q) and K-var(Q) = L-var(Q). 
ProoJ For is’,..., sk} s Ki and FE .9-7(x > s’,..., sk) 
L~Q[{~> vL(s’) ,..., I+(?)\ x F] = “Q{x> s’,..., sk)(F) 
= “e{x > s’,..., Sk}(F) 
(6.7) 
due to (6.2’). Using the sieve formula (Theorem A.4) twice, we then get with 
Z := (24 E Kll (u PKis, u > t) or (u PKi t, u > s)} 
LPQ [“A:( n “A:( x FS n F,] = LPQ [ {X 2 Us, vL(t)} x F, n F,] 
- LpQ &J, i 
[ 
x > u”(u)} x F, n Ft 
I 
= QKi{x > S, t)(F, n FJ 
-QKi(u 1 x>ul (FsnFt) 
liEI 
) 
= Q”(A;J n Aff)(FS n F,) 
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which proves (6.5). As a consequence, if I7, is a partition of @,.YJ, 
2 1 &Y,,,DfiQ(F)= 1 1 8'e,,,LPQ[LA~ixF] 
SEK! Fen, seKi FEn, 
< sv(LPQ, S(L) x n) ifl8,,,1 < 1, 
so that Q is an E-quasimartingale on K, and, by symmetry, K-sv(Q) = L- 
sv(Q); similarly, K-var(Q) = L-var(Q). 
So far, we have only used (6.2’); from (6.2) it follows that (6.7) is correct 
for any {s’,..., sk } G V, and therefore 
“PQ[ (x > vL(sl),..., vL(sk)} x F] = “PQ[ (x > vK(sl),..., vK(sk)} x F] (6.8) 
for F E .F{x 2 sl,..., s”}. Applying the sieve formula as above, 
LPQ[(LAp-lLA~XF,nF,)n {x>vL(sl),.,., vL(sk)} XF] 
= KPQ[KAfin KA:i x F, n F,) n (X > v~(s’),..., vK(sk)} x F] (6.9) 
follows, and this shows, again by the sieve formula, that 
LPQ[(LA~‘nLLA:jxFsn~~)nLLA~m~FU] 
=KPQ[(KA$inKA;KixFsnF,)nKAfp~F,] (6.10) 
for F, E F,, which proves SV(~P~, “,4fi n LAp x F-, n F,) < 
SV(~P~,~A~~~ KA:i x F, r‘l F,). Equation (6.6) now follows by symmetry. 
Q.E.D. 
Define 
.4-(K) := {A E .~(K)~sv(~Z’~,A) = 0, vKPQ E “/I”}, 
J-(L) := {A E Y(L))sv(LPQ,A) = 0, tlLPQ E “p”}, 




AE.T(L)IA= u LA;%F,,F,E.~,iEN’ 
SEKj i' 
We want to find an appropriate a-isomorphism Y from 9(K)/J9^(K) to 
Y’(L)/N(L), and to this extent we start off with 
Y: 5P(K)/J’-(K) -+ 3?(L)/M(L), 
u KAfix F, ” 0 LAs”‘~F, , 
SEKf I [ SEKi I 
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Note that due to (6.6), S?(L)/.,P(L) is a Boolean ring, although 9(L) does 
not have to be a ring. 
LEMMA 6.9. Y: .9’(K)/, H(K) + 9(L)/M(L) is a a-isomorphism of 
Boolean rings such that 
!P’ LPQ 
I 
(j KA>XFs =KPQ u KAfiXFs , 




LPQ, u “A,“? x F, = sv 
SEKi 1 i 
KPQ, u “Afi x F, , 
SE/if 1 
(6.12) 
Proof: Let us first show that Y is uniquely defined. The set 
AnI := v”,“l&,J is a measure on (S(K) x D,Y(K)) with 6,., # 0, 
sv(6,,,) < 00, supp(b,,,) = v~(u) x ez, where et is the atom in <Fu 
containing w; uEK,,coER} is contained in KE 
[KAfm x F,] = [UIEK, KA;Km x G,] for an m > n, it fkowsSo thaf 
Ll(UIGK, (KAp x G, A KAfR X F,)) = 0, Vd,,u E A,, and therefore 
u teK, Afm X G, = Afn X F,. Using (A:()’ = UtEKiqUZL. Ati, (6.10) implies 
LPQ [ ( u LA:mXG~).LA:nxF~nLA:ixF,l 
fCK, 
= KPQ LI~A:~xF~A~AI;~xF,, 
J 
=o 
and this proves 
Y u KA;m~ G, = Y’IKAfnXF,]. 
I lEKm I 
!P is surjective, injective because [UIEK, LA:m x G,] = ILAffl x F,] implies 
u EK, Afm X G, = Afn X F, in the same way as above, and a homomorphism 
because &[A]‘) = (v([A]))~ by (6.6). If [Ai] t IA ] in 9(K)/. 4 (K), (6.10) 
proves 
LPQ [ (PIA1\!yN y[Ail)nLA~xF,I 
= i’iz “PQI([A]\{Ai])n KA;i x F,) 
= 0, 
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VLPQ E ‘pE, i.e., IY(lAil) T  yY([Al), and Y is a a-isomorphism. Equations 
(6.11) and (6.12) follow from (6.5) and (6.10), respectively. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.10. The map Y has an extension to a o-isomorphism from 
.P(K)/L4’(K) to ,P(L)/M^(L) such that Y’ ‘PQ = KPQ, VLPQ E ‘p”. 
Proof: Let 0 be the class of ordinal numbers and define 
z&g.) := <a(-)/.d^(.), 
x(e) := (A E .P(-)/,k^(.) ( 3(Ai)iCN~&, withAi T A} 
if I = L,, + n, lo a limit point, including 0, and n odd, 
~(.):=(AE,~(.)/~/I‘(.)13(Ai)i,,~~~_,withAijA} 
if I = lo + n, I,, a limit point, including 0, and n # 0 even, and 
a((.) := u -<,(a) I’<1 
if z # 0 is a limit point. To prove that Y has an extension, which we will also 
denote by !P, we will use a transfinite induction argument with respect to z. 
Let us assume first that I = z0 + n with n odd, and let II/ : 4 _ ,(K) + -4 ,(L) 
be a bijection such that 
v(AuB)=v(A)uWm 
v(A n B) = v(A) f- wm VA. B E -<e,(K); 
a ‘I= (w(A )I’5 VA E u -<r(K); (6.13) 
r’<r-l 
KPQ[AnKA~XF,]= ‘pQ[lu(A)n ‘AFxF,] 
V.PQ E .pE, VA E dL-,(K). 
If A E JQ,(K) and (Ai)ieN G J&,(K) with Ai T A, then define Y(A) := 
UicN Y(Ai). This definition is unique: for if (Ai)isN, (Bi)iEN~ &,(K) with 
A, T A and Bi T A, then (6.13) implies 
lim ‘Pa 
m+lx [ tivrn y(Ai’JBO\iym YCBi)) n ‘A? x us] 
= lim KPQ 
m-m [iii! (AiUBr)\ii!Bi)nKA~XF,] =OT 
V’P’ E ‘pE, SO that SV(‘PQ, (Ui,, Y(Ai))d(UicN Y(Bi)))=O, “” ’ ‘pEq 
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and therefore UisN Y(Ai) = UiGN Y((Bi)+ The same type of argument proves 
that Y satisfies (6.13) on d(.). 
The case I = z0 + n, n # 0 even, is of course the same, and if I is a limit 
point, w  : x(K) + d(L) defined by its values on ~‘,,(a), l’ < 1. is easily seen 
to satisfy (6.13) as well. 
Let w  be the first uncountable ordinal number; obviously du(K) = 
9(K)/M(K). But we also have d”(L) = Y(L)//“(L): for if s E Ui, N~j 
and rK(s) = (Si)ie N, (6.9) proves 
lim “PQ[({x > rL(si)}\{x > vL(s)}) x Ff7 “A: x F,] 
i-m 
= lim “PQ[ (x > rK(si)}\(x > rK(s)}) x F fl KA> x F,] 
i-00 
= 0. 
VF E Uis,, ,Ti, so that [{x > vL(s)} x F] E @4?(L)/. +‘(L)), and these sets 
generate 9(L)/. R-(L). The lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
This proves Theorem 6.6 for .pE. Because ,4‘(., ‘x) := {A E ,P(.) 1 
sv( ‘P’, A) = 0, V ‘Px E ’ x) I> H(a), Y induces a a-isomorphism 
9:.9(K)/-4 ‘(K)/L~-(K, Kx) E .P(K)/. ,t^(K,Kx) 
+ .P(L)/, “‘(L)l /$ ‘(L, Lx) z .?yL)/. 4 ‘(L, “x) 
with @lLPx = KPx. The same argument proves Theorem 6.6 for ‘p” and ‘p+ 
(noting that K-var(Q) = L-var(Q) and KPQ > 0 iff LPQ > 0 due to (6.8)) 
and also Corollary 6.7. Q.E.D. 
Let 
4‘“(e) = {A E S(a) / sv( ‘Pf, A) = 0, V regularfwith . -sv(f) ( co ) 
and note that if A E -,Y”(.), then A x R E ,4“(.), as can be seen by looking 
at the regular mapsf(s) := Q,(J2) for ‘PQ E ’ pE. 
THEOREM 6.11. There exist sets TV(.) E ,deS(.) and a map 
0 : S’(K) x f2 := (S(K)\N(K)) x R + S’(L) x l2 := (S(L)\N(L)) x l2 such 
that 
(i) 0 is an isomorphism of the measurable spaces (S’(K) x Q, 
.T”(K)I SYK,xdand (s'(L) Xfi~~'(L)i,,~~~xn)- 
(ii) 0* KPQ = LPQ VKPQ E KpE, where 
O* “PQ[A] := 
“PQIO-‘(A)], A E ~~(L)IS,(L,,, o 
2 A E am-)IN(,,,. 
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In particular, O* defines a bijection between the sets ‘pE, ‘p”, ‘pt and ‘x 
respectively. 
Proof: (S(a), Y(.)) are standard Bore1 spaces, and since they are 
separable, they can be considered as complete separable metric spaces 
furnished with their Borel-o-algebras. Theorem 6.6 yields a a-isomorphism 
!I’ : S(K)/,@(K) + S(L)/@(L), so by Theorem 12 of [23, p. 3291, there 
exist sets N(a) ELKS(.) and an isomorphism 0’ from (S’(K) := S(K)\N(K), 
..F(K)I,,& to (S’(L) := S(L)\N(L), Y(L)I,,,,,) such that !#+I] = [&I)]. 
This proves the theorem for IL?/ = 1. From the construction of Y we know 
that 
@{x 2 v~(s’),..., vK(sm)} n S’(K)) 
= (x > vL(d),..., vL(P)} f-l S’(L) mod L 4““(L) (6.14) 
for {si,..., s”’ } c V. Define 
KA sI ,.,.. Srn := {x > VK(S’),..., VK(Srn)} n S’(K) 
LI&~({x 2 v~(s’),..., vL(P)} n S’(L)); 
L4~ ,..., sm := o”tK41 ,..., A 
‘A := u ‘A,,,...,,, 
,l<i<m,mEN 
‘A E S&“s(.), and 6 restricted to (S”(.) := S’(.)\‘A, .U’(e)l,,,,,,) is an 
isomorphism with the property that 
6((x E S”(K) 1 x > vK(s’),..., vK(sm)l) 
= {x E S”(L) 1 x > l+(d),..., vL(P)} (6.15) 
for si E (UjEN Kj) U ((JjoN Lj). If 0 : S”(K) x R + S”(L) X R is defined by 
O(s, w) := (B(s), CO), then 0 is bijective, and 0 as well as 0-r are 
measurable due to (6.15). O* KPQ = LPQ follows from (6.14) and the sieve 
formula. Q.E.D. 
Remark. There are counterexamples showing Theorems 6.6, 6.7 and 6.11 
to be wrong if condition (6.2) is omitted in the definition of a regular E- 
quasimartingale, or is replaced by Q,(F) = weak-lim,, iS Q,,(F) VF E 
Ui&T;- 
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APPENDIX: THE M~BIUSINVERSION 
Let V be a finite partially ordered set. 
DEFINITION A.l. The Mobiusfunction ~1 : V X V+ Z is defined recur- 
sively by 
,u(s, s) := 1, VsE v, 
i 
- 1 Pu(S, r), VlE v,t>s 
p(s, t) := s<r<t 
0, VfE V,f&S. 
Equivalently, we could define ,~(t, t) := 1 Vt E V, ,u(s, t) := - Cs<r(tp(r, t) 
Vs E V, s < t, and ,+, t) = 0 otherwise. 
LEMMA A.2 (Mobiusversion). Let f, g : V + G be maps with values in a 
commutative group with the group operation +. Then 
f(s) = 1 g(r), Vs E V* g(r) = x 4r, t)f(t), Vt E K 
r>s tar 
f(s) = 1 g(r), Vs E V c, g(r) = s p(t, r)f(t), Vt E V. 
r<s f<r 
Here,fornENandsEG,n.sistobereadass+s+...+s(ntimes). 
The proof follows by inserting one side in the other and then using 
Cr:osiU(r9 0 = Cr:r<t ,u(s, r) = 1 if s =. t, and 0 otherwise. 
The operator Dv.’ defined by D,“*‘f := Gras P(S, r)fW = 
J&,~(s, r)f(r) is called the upper difference operator, and Dv*< defined by 
Di’*‘f := CrGs4rT s>fW = Crsv p(r, s)f(s) the lower difference operator. 
The only special result about difference operators we have used was the 
comparison of Dv*’ and Dw’> for a subset W of V containing 0 (which we 
assumetoexist).ForsE Wdenote{xEVIx>s,x&r,Vrf Wwithr>sj 
byA,Wanddefineamapt:V-,WEVbyt(t):=sifftEA,W.Inthetheory 
of combinatorics, r is called a coclosure. 
LEMMA A.3. D$,>f = Ctev,Tcr,=s Dr,“f, Vs E W. 
This follows from f(s) = CreW,r..+s (Ctea, Dr.’ ) = Crew,r.+s D$,“f and 
Lemma A.2. 
As an example, let V = {A ( A E { l,..., n) 1. Then &4, B) = (-1 “I - IBi if 
A c B, and 0 otherwise, and therefore 
D;*“f=f@)- c f(A)+ 1 f(A)-...+(-l)“f({l,...,n}). 
IAl=l IAl= 
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An important application of this example is: 
THEOREM A.4 (Principle of inclusion-exclusion, sieve formula). Let ..w’ be 
a finite ring, A, ,..., A,Esf. Iff:&-+G is a map with f (0) = 0 and 
f(A u B) +f(A n B) =f(A) +f(B) VA, B E ss’, then 
=gf(Ai)- 1 f(AinA,/) + *.’ 
i=l I<i<j<m 
For further details and examples, see e.g. [ 1, 5, 221. 
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